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(Introductory comment- This meeting was chaired by Terry Trundley of Edinburgh College. Future
meetings will be chaired alternately by David Black of West College Scotland and Terry.)
1.

Welcome and Apologies

Terry Trundley (TT) welcomed the group to Q3 2016 SCIL Meeting.

2.

Review Previous Minutes and Actions

The previous minutes of SCIL was accepted with no challenges. The Terms of Reference draft
produced for the SCIL Group was accepted unchallenged.

3.

Round table inputs from each IS Lead

Each College’s lead representative briefed the group on latest challenges/successes and areas of work
upcoming. There was a degree of commonality to the updates (with each institution recently
welcoming new students). This round the table provoked some interesting discussions around
common issues. Areas covered included- network resilience, information security, telephony
(including IT telephony), virtualisation, on-line enrolment, o365, business intelligence, BYOD, SWAN,
Service Desk, Wi-Fi, timetabling.
4.

Police Scotland, Cyber Crime – Presentation and Discussion

Eamonn Keane (EK) of Police Scotland presented on the subject of Cyber Crime from a Scottish
perspective. This was an informative and engaging presentation with some key points
emphasised below.
Cyber Crime is evolving in types of threats and volume. EK stressed the importance of reporting
instances of Cyber Crime detected at our institutions- only if reported can resources be
allocated appropriately to deal with. EK stressed that if reporting a cyber-crime then the police
will work with you to ensure that business can continue while investigations take place- no
desire to get in the way of core business. EK stated that in cases such as ransomware that
paying ransom merely funds future attacks.
EK asked institutions to consider if they have an overarching Cyber Security strategy.
EK stated education and awareness of one’s board is crucial to ensuring a proper security
posture.
Evolutions such as the growth of hacking groups, growth of cyber-terrorism highlighted.
ACTION: OF to find out how training material used disseminated in InfoSec Service.
ACTION: EK to share slide sets and contact details with group.
EK raised fact that EU direction next year will be to mandate the reporting of Information
Security incidents.
EK stressed need to collaborate and share to overcome Cyber Crime, and asked for criticisms
and feedback on presentation and approach, via e-mail. Incidents can be reported via calling
101, but EK acknowledged that for complex attacks the skills may not be available on the front
desk to assess and act upon all areas of Cyber Crime- BUT only by reporting can the gap be
identified and a case for more training/resources made in this area.

5.

Microsoft, Roadmap & Structure - Presentation

Andy Nagle and Mark McManus presented on behalf of Microsoft.
ACTION OF to share AN’s contact details with the SCIL croup.
AN explained the MS strategy (Cloud first and Mobile first) and the support available to Colleges
in Scotland. AN stated that happy to be invited for workshops at individual colleges, or crossinstitutional events such as SCIL as desired.
AN encouraged the group to outline their use of MS products within their institutions. MS
Office, Azure, Yammer and OneDrive all brought up.
Some institutional contacts voiced their frustration that functionality changes/additions and
deletions take place without the College administrators being alerted, and therefore unable to
set expectation or training for wider user base. General feeling that there is a high pace of
change. MS stated that update information for administrators should be improved so that one
knows which day changes will take place.
MMcM offered webinar on (for example) Yammer to address management segregation of staff
and students where desired.
ACTION: OF to put on agenda of next SCIL what webinars would be of use to the group.
MS mentioned that they were looking to institute monthly Webinars for Education in the UK.
AN stated that o365 now being seen as a Teaching and Learning tool by many- MS Classrooms
offering coming out soon- a full collaborative program.
MMcM presented for Microsoft on Cloud Strategy- vision is to provide full power to
administrators but to reduce complexity. MMcM stated that complexity/barriers can lead to
user dissatisfaction and the growth of shadow OT.
MMcM stresses Microsoft’s move to be more open- work with Red Hat, open source and iOS
offered as examples of this.
UK data centres have recently been opened by Microsoft due to rise in demand of cloud
computing (azure). Peer connection with JANET now upgraded.
One attraction of cloud characterised as ability to commission a “minimum spec” and to burst
when/if demand rises (as opposed to previous model where one would often over commission
to guard against possible subsequent high demand. Test and Dev environments can also be
commissioned and decommissioned as required. Data Analytics and Internet of Things both
drivers of Cloud.
AN stated that all FE institutions now Managed Accounts- which opens up offerings that AN
can make. AN stated he can be contacted by FE contacts at any time and he will direct the query
to relevant experts within Microsoft.
Proof of concept projects can be considered- please contact Andy to begin discussions to see if
this approach will work.
ACTION: OF to cascade Andy Nagle’s details to SCIL.

AN stated that “Customer Emersion Experience” offered annually and would like to extend
invite to SCIL meeting.
A question arose over whether Azure would take over from System Centre and Configuration
Manager? MMcM stated that this is customer’s choice which to use.
MMcM stated that MS Classroom will have connections between Moodle and Canvas.

6.

Procurement Update from APUC

MMcL updated on procurement milestones and important updates for the group.
VLE Platform framework being worked through- expect multi-supplier framework in October.
Finance and HR Payroll agreement update given. (This will not include ERP_
Scottish Procurement Digital Conferencing single supplier agreement available for Colleges to
use.
MMcL asked that if any institution would like to be involved in shaping the Office Equipment
and MFD procurement exercise to please contact him.
SUPC framework for storage now available (includes HPC).
Apple framework- only 3rd party supplier bid and therefore only 3rd party suppliers on
framework. Contract Management meeting has taken place with resellers and APUC- looking
to reduce time to deliver.
MMcL informed that there are 2 open days upcoming for HP Event
ACTION: MMcL to send on invites
7.

Update from ISSC

OF updated on ISSC activity. OF related that Pauline Robertson has moved roles into the InfoSec
Shared Service, and as such OF is Acting Head of Information Services Catalyst. Candidate
Shared Services are being assessed and OF looking to meet each head of ICT at the Colleges to
assess which areas are of the strongest interest.
OF updated on InfoSec Shared Service in Chris Sutherland’s absence. 11 Institutions now
members and initial work with members taking place
InfoSec Shared Service has been partnering with Scottish Government, who have received the
InfoSec Shared Service model positively.
Benchmarking exercises have been well received by institutions. Looking to identify gaps.
Looking to see how we tackle common problems (within sector, and public sector as a whole.
CS looking to initiate Breach Response workshop- looking at both business and technologyorganisational response key.

Tactical Working groups looking to be formed- idea is to bring in experts on specific area;
Phishing, Ransomware etc.
Positive response to idea for shared CERT team- many benefits including expanded resources
when needed, exchange of knowledge, building teams across institutions, experience.
Scottish government have asked InfoSec Shared Service to take leadership of a couple of
Scottish Government initiatives. Scot Gov Operation Centre has been proposed, seems like a
good idea- will be looked at in more detail in October.
OF stated he will suggest that Chris be offered a slot at the next SCIL meeting

8.

Update from Jisc

JMC updated on migration of EastMan and ClydeNet almost complete. JMC observed that
Scottish FE bandwidth grew 250% in one year.
Jisc working within funding decreases. Looking to stay 18 months ahead of bandwidth demand.
Resilience and response a key issue at present- appreciates that cost for some institutions with
multiple campuses can be challenging.
JMC offered for Jisc to host meetings around particular areas of interest at Lumen House, or to
bring relevant Jisc experts to SCIL.
Regarding common frustrations with installation/upgrades of internet connectivity felt by
many colleges- Jisc has some power due to volume they have with 3rd party suppliers.
JMC stated that work to improve Service Desk is taking place within Jisc.
Looking to form Scottish JANET Users group, as similar grouping in North East England has been
beneficial.
JMC updated on DDoS attacks in September 2015 and actions taken since then to mitigate
future attacks- a full update will be made to stakeholders, probably face to face.
Jisc Security Conference will be taking place on the 1st and 2nd of November. Networkshop will
be taking place 11-13th of April 2017- invites have already been sent for this.
Future projects mentioned- Data Landscape Scotland and Common Apps/
Digital Resources- Jorum users group being deprecated, to be replaced by Content Store=
quality controlled and consolidated/
Ser4vice Catalogue is being rationalised (organised into clusters) to ease navigation.
JMC highlighted existent of Jisc Self-service dashboard- Account Manager for institution can
talk through, help delegate access beyond strategic contact. This dashboard shows what you
are eligible for, what you are signed up for, and what you actually use.

9. Update from CDN
KM updated on CDN activity.

SharePoint User Group being set up. KM asked for input if other User Groups would be of value?
Utility of a VLE User Group floated by the group.
10. Update from SFC
In DB’s absence OF passed on the following updatesCyber-security: SFC is funding a new post to work with the university research community on cyber
security, to help inform the Scottish Government’s cyber strategy and next steps.
Sector Oversight Board meeting on 28 October: will discuss future Jisc funding, UCSS-ISSC, Jisc work
on College MIS.
Of asked if there were any areas that DB could speak to at the next meeting- nothing immediately
mentioned, OF offered to collate any mails around this subject.
11. AOB
Need for SharePoint expertise for specific project raised.
ACTION: OF to create Doodle poll for Q1 2017 Meetings
TT stated he would look to encourage/shape working groups and webinars around specific areas that
may be of value to the group.

